Constructing a Hybrid Taint Analysis Framework for Diagnosing Attacks on Binary Programs
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Abstract—For the purpose of discovering security flaws in software, many dynamic and static taint analyzing techniques have been proposed. By analyzing information flow at runtime, dynamic taint analysis can precisely find security flaws of software. However, on one hand, it suffers from substantial runtime overhead and is incapable of discovering the potential threats. On the other hand, static taint analysis analyzes program’s code without actually executing it which incurs no runtime overhead, and can cover all the code, but it is often not accurate enough. In addition, since the source code of most software is hard to acquire and intruders simply do not attach target program’s source code in practice, software flaw tracking becomes rather complicated. In order to cope with these issues, this paper proposes HYBit, a novel hybrid framework which integrates dynamic and static taint analysis to diagnose the flaws or vulnerabilities for binary programs. In the framework, the source binary is first analyzed by the dynamic taint analyzer. Then, with the runtime information provided by its dynamic counterpart, the static taint analyzer can process the unexecuted part of the target program easily. Furthermore, a taint behavior filtration mechanism is proposed to optimize the performance of the framework. We evaluate our framework from three perspectives: efficiency, coverage, and effectiveness. The results are encouraging.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Malware is a collective term for malicious software which enters a system without authorization of the user. With increasing popularity of the Internet, increasing amount of vulnerable software, and rising sophistication of malicious code itself, malware is a big threat to today’s computing world. Malicious attackers are able to gain access to confidential information inside the target platform, even to take control of it by taking advantage of design flaws.

In recent years, many techniques have been developed for detecting malicious software. Taint analysis is a form of information-flow analysis which establishes whether values from unauthenticated methods and parameters may flow into security-sensitive operations [1]. As taint analysis can detect many common vulnerabilities in applications, it has attracted much attention from both research and industry communities. Based on the concept that some data (such as input from a user) is not trustworthy, taint analysis tracks where the data may be used to harm the software, and monitors suspicious actions.

Generally speaking, there are two taint analyzing techniques: dynamic analysis and static analysis [2]. Static analysis is a process of analyzing program’s code without actually executing it. It relies only on the information available at compile time. In this process (taking binary executable as an example), the binary code is usually disassembled into a form of assembly instructions first, then both control flow and data flow analyzing techniques can be employed to draw conclusions about the functionalities of the program. It is useful in providing a view of the overall behavior of a program without focusing on any particular execution. The technique has low overhead with respect to the utilization of system resources. However, it has the limitation of imprecision when it handles the dynamic structures (pointers, aliases and conditional statements) of the target program. Meanwhile, many interesting questions that can be asked about a program are undecidable in general cases [3].

Dynamic analysis analyzes the program at runtime. It is more precise than its static counterpart since it takes the runtime information into consideration. Since the dynamic technique only focuses on a particular execution of the target program, the amount of analysis is sharply decreased. However, it suffers from large runtime overhead, and can only detect software vulnerabilities when the attacks have been launched. So, it is impossible to locate the latent weak spots, which is very desirable in many cases. In the field of dynamic taint tracking, many testing-based techniques, attempting to detect the potential security threats by improving the code coverage [4], have been developed. However, high code coverage...
is difficult to achieve, and the testing incurs too much runtime overhead.

In order to take advantage of the merits of both dynamic and static analysis and avoid the defects of both, it is necessary to combine the two approaches. In this paper, we propose HYBit, a hybrid framework which integrates dynamic and static taint analysis to discover software flaws or vulnerabilities. Since the source code of most software is hard to acquire and intruders simply would not attach target program’s source code with their attacks [5], our framework is designed to handle the binary code. In order to achieve this goal, we employ CrossBit [6, 7], a dynamic binary translator, as the basic tool. In the framework, the target program is first analyzed by the dynamic analyzer. Meanwhile, runtime information is collected for further analysis. Then, with the help of the runtime information, the static analyzer can work on the unexecuted part of the program. Finally, the information about both executed and unexecuted parts are reported to the end users. In order to address the low efficiency problem, we also propose a taint behavior filtration mechanism to optimize our framework. In summary, our research has the following contributions: we 1) propose HYBit, a novel hybrid framework which integrates the dynamic and static taint analysis to track the flaws or vulnerabilities for binary programs; 2) design a dynamic technique to track the tainted data and their propagation behaviors; 3) present a static analysis technique to complete the target program by adding the unexecuted part of the target program; and 4) design a novel taint behavior filtration mechanism to further optimize our framework.

This paper is a continuation of the work in [8]. On the basis of the paper, we have made tremendous improvements. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 introduces CrossBit, a dynamic binary translator that our framework (HYBit) is based on. In Section 4, we present an overview of our framework. Then, in Section 5, we discuss the implementation. Section 6 provides the experimental evaluation. Finally, Section 7 briefly concludes the paper and outlines our future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Software security has drawn much attention for many years. As an effective way to detect software vulnerabilities and improve software security, taint analysis has been an important approach. Since the source code (written in a high-level language) is often hard to acquire in practice, binary taint analysis is widely used in software vulnerability detection. In this field, many static and dynamic binary analyzing techniques have been proposed.

A. Static Binary Analysis

Static binary analysis is the process of analyzing a binary executable without actually executing it. IntScope [4], with the goal of statically eliminating vulnerabilities in x86 binaries, first translates the source binary code into its own designed intermediate representation (IR), and then performs a path-sensitive data flow analysis on the IR by leveraging symbolic execution and taint analysis. UQBTng [9] is a tool capable of automatically finding integer overflows in win32 binaries. As a project for automatically analyzing vulnerabilities on SPARC binary, Chevarista [10] employs an interval analysis technique to detect buffer overflows and integer overflows. Its target is achieved during the process of statically translating the binary code into the SSA (Static Single Assignment) form. When the symbol table and debugging information are either entirely absent, or cannot be relied upon, value-set analysis, a static analysis algorithm proposed in [11], first recovers the contents of the memory locations and how they are manipulated from the x86 executables. Then, it translates the x86 binary codes onto an IR which can facilitate the work of vulnerability detection and prevention. M. Christodorescu [12] presents a static analysis mechanism to detect malicious patterns from binary executables. It presents a unique viewpoint on malware detection, i.e. malicious code detection as an obfuscation-deobfuscation game between malicious code writers and researchers working on malicious code detection.

Static analysis has the advantage that it can cover entire program code and it is usually faster than its dynamic counterpart. However, it has the limitation of imprecision when it handles the dynamic structures (pointers, aliases and conditional statements) of the target program. Meanwhile, many interesting questions that can be asked about a program are indeterminate in the general case [3].

B. Dynamic Binary Analysis

Much attention has been drawn to suspicious data tracking with dynamic taint analysis. As an intuitive way, dynamic binary instrumentation has been employed to facilitate taint tracking. Valgrind [13] is a dynamic binary instrumentation framework. It uses a dynamic binary re-compilation technique to build heavyweight dynamic binary analysis tools, such as Cachegrind, Callgrind, etc. Tools of Valgrind are created as a plug-ins, written in C, added to the Valgrind core. The basic view is “Valgrind core + tool plug-in = Valgrind tool”. When the named tool starts up, the core disassembles the binary code into an intermediate representation which is instrumented with analysis code by the tool plug-in, and then converted back into machine code. Valgrind’s core spends most of its time making, finding, and running translations. None of the client’s original code is run. Pin [14] uses dynamic compilation to instrument executables while they are running. It is designed to provide an easy-to-use, portable, transparent, and efficient instrumentation platform for building Pintools. Pintools are written in C/C++ using Pin’s rich API, and the API is designed to be architecture independent whenever possible, making Pintools source compatible across different architectures. DynamoRIO [15] is a runtime code manipulation system that supports code transformations on any part of a program. DynamoRIO provides unmodified manipulation mechanisms for applications running on stock operating systems (Windows or Linux) and commodity IA-32 and...
AMD64 hardware. Like Pin, DynamoRIO also provides powerful APIs. These APIs abstract away the detail of the underlying infrastructure and allow the tool builder to concentrate on analyzing or modifying application’s runtime code stream. DIOTA [16] is a method for instrumenting binaries on the fly; it uses a number of backends to check programs for faulty memory accesses, data races, deadlocks, etc. DIOTA performs basic tracing operations to deploy coverage analysis, such as tracing all memory accesses or all executed codes.

Besides dynamic instrumentation, another approach to protect software is to monitor the input from the user as tainted data [2, 18]. Taintcheck [19] describes a dynamic-taint based approach to prevent overwrite attacks. Their approach taints any data read from a network socket which receives data from users. During execution, the approach monitors the binary program and guarantees that tainted data is not used as the destination of a control transfer instruction (such as jmp), a format string, or a system-call argument. Dytan [17] is a generic dynamic taint analysis framework which can handle the data flow and control flow in its taint analysis. Dytan is also flexible and does not require any specific support from the runtime system. LIFT [20], with a similar goal, provides a way to facilitate monitoring the tainted data during software execution. DYBS [21] is a Lightweight Dynamic Slicing Framework for Diagnosing Attacks on x86 Binary Programs.

Ding [22] proposes a behavior-based dynamic heuristic analysis approach for proactive detection of unknown malicious code. The behavior of malicious code is identified by the system calling through virtual emulation and the changes in the system. In their research, a statistical detection model and a mixture of export (MoE) model are designed to analyze the behavior of malicious code.

In contrast to the static binary analysis technique, dynamic technique analyzes the source executable at runtime. However, vulnerabilities cannot be detected by the technique until the target program is under attack.

C. Dynamic-Static Combined Analysis

Dynamic-static combined analysis is a methodology which integrates the two approaches in a complementary manner. It adopts the strengths of the two and eliminates their weaknesses. Rawat [23] presents a hybrid approach for buffer over-flow detection in C code. The approach makes use of static and dynamic analysis of the application under investigation. The static part consists of calculating taint dependency sequences (TDS) between user controlled inputs and vulnerable statements. The dynamic part consists of executing the program along TDSs to trigger the vulnerability by generating suitable transformations on any part of a target program. However, DynamoRIO only supports the x86 binary programs. This feature limits the usage of SDCF.

Zhang [5] describes a novel approach to overcome the limitation of traditional dynamic taint analysis by integrating static analysis into the system and presents framework SDCF to detect software vulnerabilities with high code coverage. SDCF works on DynamoRIO, a runtime code manipulation system that supports code transformations on any part of a target program. However, DynamoRIO only supports the x86 binary programs. This feature limits the usage of SDCF.

III. INTRODUCTION TO CROSSBIT

CrossBit is designed and implemented as a dynamic binary translator, which aims at quickly migrating existing executable code from one platform to another at low cost. It supports multiple source architectures and multiple target architectures. It fully or partially supports source platforms including SimpleScalar, IA32, MIPS, SPARC and target platforms such as IA-32, PowerPC and SPARC. The operating system that CrossBit supports is Linux. In order to support code translation among multiple sources and targets, a new intermediate instruction set—VInst [6], which is independent of any specific machine instructions, has been introduced. CrossBit first converts source binary code to VInst instructions and then transforms them into target platform code, using a granularity of basic block (BB) as the basic unit of translation.

Fig.1 shows a high-level overview of CrossBit. In the figure, the rectangular boxes are related to front_end and back_end, the dotted boxes belong to the intermediate_layer. Generally speaking, the framework can be divided into three parts: the Front_end, the Intermediate_layer, and the Back_end. The Front_end is responsible for loading the binary executable code into memory and transforming the source binary code into VInst instructions. The Intermediate_layer is responsible for forming the VInst instructions into basic blocks and performing optimizations. The back_end transforms...
intermediate instructions (in intermediate blocks) to target instructions, and executes them immediately.

The workflow of the entire framework can be described as follows: 1) the Binary Code Execution Monitor first inserts the user-defined analysis code into the target program with the help of CrossBit. Then it switches back to continue the execution of the instrumented target program and meanwhile gets the profile information of this execution. 2) With the taint sources provided by the Taint Source Recognizer, the Dynamic Taint Analyzer tracks the taint propagation in the target program and gets the runtime analysis result. 3) According to the definition of the basic block, the CFG (control flow graph) Builder merges the current instruction into a single basic block, and organizes basic blocks that belong to the same function as a CFG. With the function call hierarchy information, the CG (call graph) Builder generates the CG of the target program. 4) With the result provided by its dynamic counterpart, the Static Taint Analyzer performs the static analysis on the unexecuted part of the target program. Besides, it is also responsible for synthesizing the result provided by its dynamic counterpart and providing a complete result to the end users.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

This section presents the key techniques for implementing our framework, including dynamic taint analysis, static taint analysis, and optimization mechanisms of the framework.

A. Dynamic Taint Analysis

Dynamic taint analysis is an effective method for detecting software vulnerabilities. This approach is based on the concept that any variable that can be influenced by the outside is a potential threat to the target program and should be monitored. Like the workflow of traditional mechanisms, dynamic taint analysis is completed by tracking the propagation behaviors of tainted data and then mining the vulnerabilities of the target program. By monitoring some system APIs (such as NtCreateFile()), we can mark the data from dangerous sources (such as opening files and network packages) as tainted. During the execution of the target program, the Dynamic Taint Analyzer traces the taint propagation by marking every memory byte or register which was influenced by the tainted sources. The framework will closely monitor all...
the marked data, record their dangerous behaviors (such as changing the normal execution path or changing the system stack content which should be retained), and finally, report them as potential vulnerabilities.

A) Taint Source Locating

At the beginning of the dynamic taint analysis, it should locate the taint source in the memory space and registers, which are most likely contaminated by the input data from unsafe channels. In the framework, there are two means to identify taint sources, user-defined or system default. In the user-defined model, end users can specify some execution points (memory area or register) they may be interested in as taint sources, and then track their taint propagation behaviors. In the system default model, the framework will automatically identify the input from the outside users, and take it as suspicious. Actually, in a general Windows program, we can use three system calls (CreateFile(), CreateFileMapping(), and MapViewOfFile()) to load external files. By tracking the loading processes and the target addresses of these files, we can locate the taint sources easily.

B) Taint Propagation Tracking

After the tainted data is identified, the Dynamic Taint Analyzer monitors each binary instruction which refers to the tainted data to track the taint propagation. The Dynamic Taint Analyzer works with the underlying Binary Code Execution Monitor. Given taint sources, dynamic analyzing roles, and the instrumented target program, the Dynamic Taint Analyzer performs taint analysis during the run, and, returns the results to the following component of the framework. Since the underlying DBT system CrossBit of our framework is built as a process virtual machine, we cannot track instructions that reside in the kernel space.

Actually, this type of information flow tracking is implemented on the intermediate instruction level, and we mark any data that is derived from tainted data as tainted. Meanwhile, we just need to take care of tainted or untainted states of operands instead of their concrete values. Take the mov instruction (mov r32, r32/m32/imm32) as an example; the source operand (on the right side of the instruction) is classified as general-purpose registers, memory spaces, or immediate values. Any tainted general-purpose registers, memory locations, or immediate values in the source operand will make the destination operand (on the left side of the instruction) tainted. Otherwise, the destination operand is marked as untainted.

During the process of dynamic taint analysis, the system has to build memory and register models to record the taint states of each memory byte and register.

- Memory Model

Since not all the memory locations are tainted during the analysis process, we only need to record the memory addresses that are affected by the tainted sources. In the framework, a chaining hash table is used to record the tainted memory bytes. Fig.3 shows the data structure of this table.

In the figure, an item corresponds to one page of the target program’s virtual space, and the number of memory pages determines the number of items. Each page (the size of a page is multiple of 32 bytes) that corresponds to an item is split into several 32-byte sub-pages, and a sub-page is accommodated by a MemNode. Consequently, a page is saved by several MemNodes that belong to a single chain. There are two fields in the MemNode data structure, a pointer field (next) that identifies the next item, and a data field (unsigned int mtstate) that is used to record the taint states of 32 memory bytes. In the model, a MemNode is added to the hash table if and only if at least one of the 32 memory bytes is tainted.

If a byte of the memory space is tainted, our tainting propagation mechanism works as follows: 1) finds which item it belongs to by its memory address; 2) creates a node in the item, and record its memory state in the node; 3) if all the taint states in a MemNode are cleaned, the corresponding nodes in the table will also be deleted.

- Register Model

In register taint propagation management, normally one bit is used to represent the state of a register. However, there is a special relationship among registers: some registers are part of others. That means, when the state of a register is changed, the state of other registers may be affected. For accuracy, this relationship must be taken into consideration. In the register model, as shows...
in Fig.4, we use two arrays to record the taint states of registers: regState and flagState.

In regState, as shown in Fig.4 (a), each element (RegData) incorporates two fields: a pointer field (next) that is used to track the changes of the registers except EFLAGS, and a data field (unsigned int rtstate) that is used to record the taint states of the corresponding register. For the data registers (DATA_REG), the last three bits of rtstate are used to record their taint states. Take the eax register for example, the last and penultimate bits denote the states of al and ah respectively, the last two bits record the states of ax, and the whole three bits specify the state of eax. For the segment registers (SEG_REG), only one bit (the last bit of rtstate) is used to record their taint states. For the pointer registers, the last two bits of rtstate are used to record their states. Take the esp register for example, the last bit denotes the state of sp, and the last two bits record the state of esp.

In flagState, as shown in Fig.4 (b), we use the ftstate (Boolean variable) data field to record the taint states of the flag bits (1 denotes the register is tainted and 0 means untainted). Meanwhile, a pointer field (next) is used to track the changes of each flag.

C) Runtime Information Collection

Besides the task of taint propagation tracking, another important work of the Dynamic Taint Analyzer is to collect the runtime information of this execution. Meanwhile, it also records and structures the function calling relationships of the target program. All this work is convenient for the Static Taint Analyzer. Fig.5 shows a call graph that was generated by the framework. In the figure, every node stands for a function and the number in each node represents the entry address of the corresponding function. The arrow line is the calling relationship between each caller-callee function pair and the red ones represent the functions that are contaminated by the tainted data.

B. Static Taint Analysis

Dynamic analysis is accurate. But it can only analyze part of the target program that is actually executed. Static analysis is just the opposite. In our framework, the static analyzer is used to analyze part of target program that has not been executed or analyzed by its dynamic counterpart.

In order to analyze the unexecuted part of the target program, we have to acquire the “whole picture” of it. As mentioned in Section 4, the dynamic analyzer also saves the runtime information that is required for analysis by the static analyzer. Actually, during the dynamic analysis, the CG (Call Graph) of the target program has been built and for each function in the CG, the CFG (Control Flow Graph) of the executed code has also been constructed.
Meanwhile, branch points like conditional jumps will be added to the branch list of the function for use in static completion analysis. This runtime information makes the task of static taint analysis easier.

For each function call of the target program, the static analyzing module uses the following steps to traverse the branch point list (a kind of runtime information, which initially stores the branch points of the executed part of the function), and meanwhile supplement the unexecuted part of the function: 1) collects the branch points of the executed part of the function, and stores them in a branch point list P; 2) for each branch point p in P, utilizes b=GetNextBB(p) to get the next unexecuted basic blocks; 3) if the newly derived basic block b is not in B (the basic block set used to accommodate the unexecuted basic blocks), goes to step 4), else goes to step 2); 4) if b’s last instruction is a conditional branch p’, adds p’ into P, else goes to step 5); 5) adds b into B; 6) sets a new edge e, which starts from p and ends with b, and stores it into E (the edge set used to accommodate the unexecuted edges); 7) goes to step 2).

After executing the above steps, information (branch points, edges, and basic blocks) about the structure of the unexecuted code is available, and subsequently, the visualized CFG can be generated for the user for manual analysis. By integrating the information about individual functions, we can get the whole structure of the target program. Given such information, the static analyzer is able to apply taint analysis on the unexecuted part of the target program which cannot be reached by the dynamic analyzer. The static analyzing module analyzes the whole target program by traversing each unexecuted path. As the experimental results shown in Section 5, this part of the code is usually not very large. Moreover, with the help from dynamic analysis, much of the code can be skipped because it is irrelevant to the tainted data.

It is notable that, given the runtime information, the static taint analysis in our framework is more accurate than most other static approaches. However, this type of information also limits the scope of the static analysis, because it may be dissimilar in different instances.

C. Framework Optimization

In this subsection two approaches, instruction-level filtering and function-level filtering, are employed to optimize the performance of the proposed framework. The two approaches first summarize and determine the taint propagation behaviors of certain parts of the target program. Then, given this information, they can optimize the analyzing processes by avoiding dealing with every instruction of the target program.

A) Instruction-Level Filtering

Actually, in the process of taint propagation tracking, we divided the instructions into two categories. 1) Instructions which can propagate tainted data, such as LOAD, PUSH, MOV, etc. When dealing with this type of instructions, we mark any data that is derived from tainted data as tainted. 2) Instructions which cannot propagate tainted data, such as NOP, JMP, CMP, etc. This type of instruction does not affect taint propagation, and we can skip them to reduce the analysis work load.

There are also some special instructions whose results do not depend on the input. The behaviors of these instructions should be summarized and determined before the task of code analyzing takes place. Take the XOR instruction (xor eax, eax) for example, the value of the destination operand eax (on the left side of this instruction) is always set to zero regardless the original value in the register. In this case, eax is set clean (untainted) after execution of the instruction. Another example is the binary instructions which are used to initialize the stack of function calls. The functionalities of these instructions are quite similar and their behaviors are predictable.

B) Function-Level Filtering

Since the behaviors of the most APIs in the system library can be determined and need not be analyzed in every instance, we first examine the code of these APIs and gather their taint propagation information. Then, when the APIs are called, the framework does not have to analyze every instruction of them.

According to a common observation, a large part of the binary code in software is loaded from system libraries such as Kernel32.dll, MSVCR1.dll and USER32.dll. Since the behaviors of these modules are predictable, the filtration mechanism summarizes the taint effects of these API functions and skips them. In the first place, it has to examine the source code and documents of these APIs, gather their taint propagation information and store all these kinds of information into the Taint Behavior DB.

After the taint effects of API functions, some principles are designed to provide the decision of the code filter: 1) if a function does not do anything in the taint propagation, the taint status of the program does not change; 2) if a function can propagate the tainted data, the taint status of the program will remove the source parameter from the set of tainted data; and 3) if a function can propagate the tainted data, the destination of the tainting should be marked as tainted and brought into the monitoring of the system. With these principles, irrelevant API functions can be free from instrumentation of information tracking. However, some API functions cannot be simply skipped, such as strcpy, which has a tight relationship with some software vulnerabilities. Therefore, this kind of API function must still be analyzed in the process of information flow tracking.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Our experimental evaluation has three main goals:

1) Assessing the efficiency of HYBit by comparing the performance with the native platform;
2) Studying the coverage of HYBit by counting how much code of the target program can be analyzed by the framework;
3) Evaluating the effectiveness of HYBit by applying it to software vulnerability detection.
A. Efficiency

This subsection provides a performance evaluation of HYBit. The experiment is based on the SPEC CINT2006 benchmarks on Windows. Fig. 6 shows normalized execution time (the ratio of our time to native execution time, as described in Equation (1) below) of HYBit. In the figure, the results of NATIVE, HYBit, and HYBit_NO refer to the execution time of the binary code running on the underlying platform CrossBit directly, running with analysis by HYBit, and with analysis but without the taint behavior filtration optimization.

\[
\text{Performance} = \frac{\text{HYBit or HYBit_NO}}{\text{Native}}
\]  

(1)

Because of facilitation of the underlying binary translation platform CrossBit as well as the static analysis of HYBit, we achieve the overhead of 5.4 times on average to the native platform without the optimization of taint behavior filtration. However, when the taint behavior filtration optimization is introduced to the system, the time cost reduces remarkably, and the average runtime overhead is 3.4 times to that of native execution.

It can be observed from Fig.6 that the performance of HYBit differs among the target programs. One reason is the structural distinction among these programs. Little time is spent on analyzing library functions that can be summarized and filtered by the optimization component of the framework so the structure of the .exe module of the target program is an important factor in the performance of our system. It is also worth noting that we have not summarized the system library entirely. So, when the programs call functions which have not been included in our taint behavior database, the overhead will increase.

Fig. 7 shows the average overhead comparisons between HYBit and other popularly used binary-level attack diagnosing tools: Dytan [17], Panorama [18], TaintCheck [19], and LIFT [20]. Compared to tools such as Panorama (slowed down the target programs by 20x on average), Dytan (50x), LIFT (3.6x) and TaintCheck (20x), HYBit incurs much lower runtime overhead (3.45x).

B. Coverage

In this subsection, we evaluate the coverage of HYBit by counting how much code of the target program can be covered by the framework. In order to achieve this goal, we also introduce the SPEC CINT2006 benchmarks. As shown in Fig.8, we are concerned with four kinds of results: Total BB (the number of total basic blocks in the target program), Executed BB (the number of basic blocks which are analyzed by the dynamic taint analyzer), Complemented BB (the number of basic blocks that are analyzed by the static taint analyzer), Missed BB (the number of basic blocks which are not recognized by our framework). The Coverage Rate (Executed BB and Complemented BB as a percentage of all basic blocks in the target program) can be calculated as Equation (2).

\[
\text{Coverage Rate} = \frac{\text{Executed BB} + \text{Complemented BB}}{\text{Total BB}}
\]  

(2)

Total BB is the sum of executed BB, Complemented BB and Missed BB, as shown in Equation (3).

\[
\text{Total BB} = \text{Executed BB} + \text{Complemented BB} + \text{Missed BB}
\]  

(3)

From Fig.8 and Equation (2), we can derive that the Coverage Rate of HYBit reaches 90% on average. There are two reasons why these indices are not 100%: (1) HYBit cannot handle an indirect control transfer which depends on the context; (2) the information that is used for the algorithm of static completion is acquired from the
dynamic analyzer, however, this kind of information only holds for a specific instance.

C. Effectiveness

In this part of the evaluation, we test the effectiveness of HYBit. As mentioned previously, through dynamic and static analysis of our framework, information on both executed and unexecuted parts of the target program is reported to the end users for further analysis. By making full use of this information, we can discover not only the possible weak points in the executed part of the target program, but also the latent software vulnerabilities which has not been executed.

Table 1 provides the results of running Kingsoft WPS (a word processing software for Chinese), JustSystems Ichitaro (a word processing software for Japanese), Hangul HWP (a word processing software for Korean), MS Word 2003 (a widely used word processor), Foxit Reader (another widely used document processor for Chinese), and IrfanView (a free graphic viewer for Windows) on HYBit.

In the table, the column “Attacks” contains the number of attacks incorporated in the tested target programs. The “Discovered Attacks” and “Potential Vulnerabilities” columns show the numbers of attacks and potential vulnerabilities been discovered by HYBit. From the data that shown in the table, we see that all the predefined (by CVE library) attacks are discovered by HYBit, so the recognition ratio is 100%. Furthermore, HYBit can also detect 77 potential vulnerabilities that may pose potential threat to the target programs.

### VII. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposes HYBit, a novel hybrid framework which integrates dynamic and static taint analysis to track the flaws or vulnerabilities for binary programs. Dynamic analysis and static analysis techniques offer two complementary approaches for checking vulnerabilities. HYBit exploits the strengths of both, and eliminates the drawbacks. Based on the dynamic binary translator CrossBit, HYBit first employs a dynamic analyzer to check the binary code of the target program; tainted data and its propagation are thereby tracked in one part (the executed part) of the target program. Then, with the runtime information provided by the dynamic part, static analysis of the unexecuted part of the target program becomes easier. The static analyzer employs a static completion algorithm to construct the “whole picture” of the target program. Then the unexecuted part of the target program is analyzed. In order to further improve the performance, a taint behavior filtration optimization mechanism is proposed. With this mechanism, many APIs functions from the library and “safety instructions” are skipped which greatly reduces the overhead of the framework. The results of the experiments on benchmarks show that the system is efficient and effective and covers most part of the target program.

In the future, more optimization methods, such as program slicing, both in the dynamic analysis and static analysis will be proposed to further improve the performance of the framework. We are grateful for Professor Yun Yang from Swinburne University of Technology in Australia for English proofreading.
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